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A QUALIFIED DEFENSE OF CAMPAIGN FINANCE DISCLOSURE LAWS
IN THE INTERNET AGE

RICHARD L. HASEN*

INTRODUCTION

Everywhere you look, campaign finance disclosure laws are under attack. The National Organization for Marriage (“NOM”), a group opposing marriage equality for gays and lesbians, has filed numerous lawsuits attacking state campaign finance disclosure laws on constitutional grounds.¹ Congress failed to fill the gaping holes in the federal disclosure rules that followed the Supreme Court’s Citizens United decision,² freeing corporate and labor union money in the political process.³ Senator and Republican leader Mitch McConnell ardently opposed the DISCLOSE Act, which would have plugged some of those holes, despite his earlier calls for a campaign finance system with no limits but full and instant disclosure.⁴ Republican Commissioners on the Federal Election Commission worsened things by embracing an interpretation of existing federal disclosure law making it child’s play for political groups to
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* Professor of Law and Political Science, UC Irvine School of Law. Prepared for presentation at Thomas Jefferson Center for Free Expression conference, “Disclosure, Anonymity, and the First Amendment,” October 29, 2011, University of Virginia. Thanks to conference participants, Bruce Cain, and Lloyd Mayer for useful comments and suggestions, and to Jeremy Hufton for research assistance.

shield the identity of their donors. The U.S. Chamber of Commerce strongly opposed attempts by the Obama administration to impose disclosure provisions on federal contractors through executive order, and almost comically raised the specter that major American businesses will suffer government harassment if compelled to disclose their campaign spending. We face the first presidential election since Watergate with the prospect that a significant portion of the money spent on the election will remain secret to the public, though not necessarily to the beneficiaries of the spending.

But attacks on disclosure have come not only from the right. Members of the academy, and not just the usual suspects who oppose virtually all campaign finance regulation, have criticized disclosure laws. Bill McGeveran chides election law scholars for failing to take informational privacy concerns seriously, in the way scholars take such privacy interests seriously in other areas of the law when rethinking the costs of campaign finance disclosure. Richard Briffault, a longtime supporter of reasonable campaign finance regulation, now believes disclosure is inadequate to deter corruption, and that the potential chill of disclosure in the Internet era warrants raising the threshold for disclosure of campaign contribution information.

7 Jake Tapper, Chamber of Commerce: The White House Wants Our Donor Lists So Its Allies Can Intimidate Our Donors, POL. PUNCH (Oct. 13, 2010, 11:10 AM), http://abcnews.go.com/blogs/politics/2010/10/chamber-of-commerce-the-white-house-wants-our-donor-lists-so-its-allies-can-intimidate-our-donors/. The interview quotes Bruce Josten, executive vice president for government affairs for the Chamber as follows: “When some of those corporate names were divulged, not by us, by others, what did they receive? They received protests, they received threats, they were intimidated, they were harassed, they had to hire additional security, they were recipients of a host of proxies leveled at those companies that had nothing to do with the purpose of those companies. So we know what the purpose here is. It's to harass and intimidate.” So far as I can tell, most of these charges were never proven. Others involved economic boycotts which are not harassment but protected First Amendment activity.
Lloyd Mayer dismisses the anticorruption interest for disclosure laws in a single sentence, and expresses considerable skepticism that current disclosure laws can serve the important governmental interest of providing valuable information to voters. Bruce Cain believes that many reformers push disclosure to dissuade people from giving money to campaigns, and he has called for treating campaign finance disclosure information as we do sensitive individual level census data—disclosed to the government but not to the public.

In this short essay, I offer a qualified defense of government-mandated disclosure, one which recognizes the concerns of these prominent academics but also sees much of the anti-disclosure rhetoric of the Chamber and others as overblown and unsupported — offered disingenuously with the intention to create a fully deregulated campaign finance system, in which large amounts of secret money flow in an attempt to curry favor with politicians, but avoid public scrutiny. To the contrary, disclosure laws remain one of the few remaining constitutional levers to further the public interest through campaign finance law.

Even in the Internet age, in which the costs of obtaining campaign finance data about small-scale contributions by individual donors often have fallen to near zero, there is virtually no record of harassment of donors outside the context of the most hot-button social issue, gay marriage, and even there, much of the evidence is weak. In the face of evidence of a real threat of serious harassment, courts should freely grant exemptions from campaign finance laws. Even absent proof of harassment, Congress and state legislatures should modify their disclosure laws to protect the informational privacy of those individuals who use modest means to express symbolic support for candidates or ballot measures. But major players in the electoral process
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12 Id.
generally should not be able to shield their identities under a pretextual appeal to the prevention of “harassment” because of the important government interests in preventing corruption and providing valuable information to voters which are furthered by mandated disclosure.

It is no surprise that the Internet has been primarily responsible for the loss of informational privacy in the campaign finance disclosure context. Perhaps more surprisingly, the Internet is at least indirectly responsible for strengthening the two primary government interests supporting mandatory disclosure. As I will argue, the rise of the Internet was a prime force in the unraveling of the older campaign finance regime, and the subsequent emergence of new campaign finance organizations such as “Super PACs,” which raise the danger of the corruption of elected officials dramatically. Disclosure laws may not be the best tool to police the potential for corruption from these new or supercharged campaign finance vehicles (limits on corporate and labor union spending, along with limits on contributions to independent expenditure committees, are far better but currently unconstitutional). Nonetheless, disclosure laws are much better than nothing in ferreting out when an elected official might act to benefit her supporters rather than act in the public interest.

As for the information interest, campaign finance data, especially when included on the face of campaign advertising, provides an important heuristic cue helping busy voters decide how to vote. Such data assist voters who face Internet-driven information overload and a variety of potentially misleading campaign ads seeking to mask the identity of those behind campaigns and campaign advertising.

I. CHILL

To listen to some critics of the recent attempts to plug the holes in our federal disclosure laws, harassment of donors is commonplace and severe. In fact, the available evidence is to the
contrary, and the reason for the focus on harassment is to fit challenges to campaign finance disclosure laws into a narrow exception created by Supreme Court. The Supreme Court has repeatedly upheld campaign finance disclosure laws against First Amendment challenge, most recently in the Citizens United case, recognizing only an “as applied” exemption for people or groups facing a realistic threat of serious harassment.

Although much of the debate about harassment is empirical (how much harassment is there?), the debate actually begins with a definitional problem about what constitutes “harassment” of campaign contributors or spenders. The Supreme Court has been somewhat unclear on the issue, so perhaps the best place to start is with Brown v. Socialist Workers ’74 Committee, the one case in which the Court recognized that the Constitution mandated an exemption based upon harassment for contributors to the Socialist Workers Party (“SWP”).

The harassment of SWP contributors was pervasive and egregious:

Appellees introduced proof of specific incidents of private and government hostility toward the SWP and its members within the four years preceding the trial. These incidents, many of which occurred in Ohio and neighboring states, included threatening phone calls and hate mail, the burning of SWP literature, the destruction of SWP members’ property, police harassment of a party candidate, and the firing of shots at an SWP office. There was also evidence that in the 12-month period before trial 22 SWP members, including four in Ohio, were fired because of their party membership. Although appellants contend that two of the Ohio firings were not politically motivated, the evidence amply supports the District Court’s conclusion that “private hostility and harassment toward SWP members make it difficult for them to maintain employment.”

The District Court also found a past history of government harassment of the SWP. FBI surveillance of the SWP was “massive” and continued until at least
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14 For the doctrinal history, see Richard L. Hasen, The Surprisingly Complex Case for Disclosure of Contributions and Expenditures Funding Sham Issue Advocacy, 48 UCLA L. REV. 265 (2000). The one major exception to the constitutionality of campaign finance disclosure laws appears is McIntyre v. Ohio Elections Comm’n, 514 U.S. 334 (1995), which recognized a right to anonymous campaign speech in certain circumstances. But as Professor McGeveran explains, that case has been mostly ignored in subsequent Supreme Court cases. McGeveran, supra note 9, at 859-60 (“Boy was I wrong [in] suggest[ing] the Supreme Court might find constitutional problems with mandatory disclosure of modest campaign contributions.”).

15 McGeveran, supra note 9, at 868.

1976. The FBI also conducted a counterintelligence program against the SWP and the Young Socialist Alliance (YSA), the SWP’s youth organization. One of the aims of the “SWP Disruption Program” was the dissemination of information designed to impair the ability of the SWP and YSA to function. This program included “disclosing to the press the criminal records of SWP candidates, and sending anonymous letters to SWP members, supporters, spouses, and employers.” Until at least 1976, the FBI employed various covert techniques to obtain information about the SWP, including information concerning the sources of its funds and the nature of its expenditures. The District Court specifically found that the FBI had conducted surveillance of the Ohio SWP and had interfered with its activities within the State. Government surveillance was not limited to the FBI. The United States Civil Service Commission also gathered information on the SWP, the YSA, and their supporters, and the FBI routinely distributed its reports to Army, Navy and Air Force Intelligence, the United States Secret Service, and the Immigration and Naturalization Service.17

In determining whether SWP supporters were entitled to a harassment-based exemption from campaign finance laws, the Court took the fact-inquiry regarding harassment seriously. The lesson of the case is that the threat of harassment must be proven, not assumed. And it must be severe, not casual or minor, such as merely being “mooned” or “flipped off” by detractors for engaging in controversial political activity.18

A majority of the Supreme Court today likely would require proof of a potential for harassment on the scale of what the SWP members faced in order to justify the granting of an as-applied exemption to an otherwise constitutional disclosure law. In the recent Doe v. Reed
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17 Id. at 423-24 (footnotes omitted). One of the omitted footnotes, footnote 18, includes the following finding from the district court:

“The Government possesses about 8,000,000 documents relating to the SWP, YSA . . . and their members. . . . Since 1960 the FBI has had about 300 informants who were members of the SWP and/or YSA and 1000 non-member informants. Both the Cleveland and Cincinnati FBI field offices had one or more SWP or YSA member informants. Approximately 2 of the SWP member informants held local branch offices. Three informants even ran for elective office as SWP candidates. The 18 informants whose files were disclosed to Judge Breitel received total payments of $358,648.38 for their services and expenses.”

case, the Court rejected a constitutional argument against the disclosure of the names of people signing referendum petitions in Washington State, but it remanded the case to the district court to consider whether the signers of a particular anti-gay rights referendum were entitled to an as-applied exemption based upon proof of harassment. Although the Court, in dicta, split in the Doe case over the precise standards for the as-applied harassment exemption to be applied on remand, the District Court examining Doe on remand concluded that Justice Sotomayor’s standard, which mirrors the Socialist Workers’ standard, had the support of a majority of the Court. This standard requires proof of “serious and widespread harassment that the State is unwilling or unable to control.”

With Socialist Workers likely enshrined as the governing standard, we can turn to the empirical evidence of harassment. Using the Socialist Workers standard, evidence of harassment of campaign finance contributors and spenders these days is sparse indeed. Violence, intimidation, and government interference with unpopular groups in this country is currently blessedly rare and even rarer among groups choosing to participate in the political process through campaign contributions and expenditures. Indeed, outside the context of disputes over gay marriage-related measures, it is hard to think of examples of even credible allegations of harassment. As a political scientists’ amicus brief in the Doe case noted, “[w]ith respect to the twenty-eight statewide referenda that have qualified for the ballot [nationwide] between 2000 and 2009, well over a million citizens have signed their names to petitions. Yet petitioners have
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19 130 S. Ct. 2811 (2010).
identified no individual petition signer—not one—who has alleged any instance of harassment or intimidation.”

It is worth noting an ideological split on the empirical evidence of harassment. Judged from their recent opinions, conservative Supreme Court Justices Thomas and Alito appear to believe that intimidation of conservatives for their political opinions is commonplace. (I cannot help but believe that the contentious Senate confirmation hearings for these Justices, especially of Justice Thomas, contributed to a feeling of conservatives being under siege.) This concern about leftist harassment appears to be widespread among staunch conservatives. As NOM lawyer Jim Bopp recently put it in a posting to the Election Law listserv, “Blacks, gays and leftist[s] were harassed yesterday; conservatives and Christians are harassed today. And no one is safe from the thugs and bullies tomorrow.”

But courts looking at the empirical evidence of harassment have concluded otherwise. In the remand in the Doe case, the court found virtually no evidence that voters who signed of the anti-gay rights referendum were subject to harassment. Nor did financial contributors who supported the referendum face harassment. It was true, and lamentable, that national public
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24 Posting of Jim Bopp, JBoppjr@aol.com, to law-election@department-lists.uci.edu (Oct. 17, 2011) (on file with author) (quoted with the permission of the author).
25 Doe v. Reed, No. C09 5456BHS, 2011 WL 4943952, at *18 (W.D. Wash. Oct. 17, 2011) (“Applied here, the Court finds that Doe has only supplied evidence that hurts rather than helps its case. Doe has supplied minimal testimony from a few witnesses who, in their respective deposition testimony, stated either that police efforts to mitigate reported incidents was sufficient or unnecessary. Doe has supplied no evidence that police were or are now unable or unwilling to mitigate any claimed harassment or are now unable or unwilling to control the same, should disclosure be made. This is a quite different situation than the progeny of cases providing an as-applied exemption wherein the government was actually involved in carrying out the harassment, which was historic, pervasive, and documented. To that end, the evidence supplied by Doe purporting to be the best set of experiences of threats, harassment, or reprisals suffered or reasonably likely to be suffered by R-71 signers cannot be characterized as ‘serious and widespread.’”).
leaders of anti-gay marriage measures suffered some harassment, but mere petition signers or contributors did not.\textsuperscript{26}

A federal district court judge reached the same conclusion in a challenge to the disclosure of the names of contributors to Proposition 8, California’s anti-gay marriage initiative. On the request for a preliminary injunction, the trial judge found a similar lack of evidence of harassment to meet the \textit{Socialist Workers} standard.\textsuperscript{27} The court recently granted summary judgment for California on the same issue, ending the case.

Part of the rhetorical divide appears to stem from conservatives’ adopting a broader definition of harassment than the one allowed by \textit{Socialist Workers}. Most importantly, conservatives seem to count economic boycotts as harassment. But as Elian Dashev argues in an important student note, economic boycotts are themselves protected First Amendment activity which should not be the basis for claiming a harassment exemption.\textsuperscript{28}

The United States Chamber of Commerce has raised its own harassment objection to a proposed Obama administration executive order requiring disclosure of the campaign finance activities of federal contractors.\textsuperscript{29} The Chamber describes what economists would term a form

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{26} Id. at *19 (Plaintiffs “have developed substantial evidence that the public advocacy of traditional marriage as the exclusive definition of marriage, or the expansion of rights for same sex partners, has engendered hostility in this state, and risen to violence elsewhere, against some who have engaged in that advocacy. This should concern every citizen and deserves the full attention of law enforcement when the line gets crossed and an advocate becomes the victim of a crime or is subject to a genuine threat of violence.”).
\item \textsuperscript{27} ProtectMarriage.com v. Bowen, 599 F. Supp. 2d 1197 (E.D. Cal. 2009).
\item \textsuperscript{29} U.S. Chamber of Commerce, \textit{supra} note 6 (“The proposed order will either encourage covered speakers to refrain from exercising their constitutional speech rights so as to avoid jeopardizing their competitiveness for federal contracts, or it will encourage speakers to alter their political messages in ways perceived to increase their chances of being awarded federal contracts.”).
\end{itemize}
of “rent extraction,” whereby politicians punish companies that do not contribute to the politicians or their party (or who contribute to their rivals).  

But public disclosure actually should minimize, not exacerbate, the dangers of rent extraction. Without public disclosure, politicians would be the only ones to know if they are getting campaign finance support from a government contractor, and could shake down those who do not support the candidate or her party. Public disclosure makes such retaliation by politicians much less likely because the public can more easily see patterns of retribution. The Chamber, representing the most powerful corporations in the United States, hardly seems akin to those SWP members who faced violence and intimidation. I am confident that Philip Morris and Exxon Mobil can hold their own in the public square.  

The bottom line is that constitutionally significant harassment is extremely rare, and in all but the most hot-button cases (perhaps these days only in the gay marriage cases), we may safely discount the danger of harassment as a reason for opposing generally applicable campaign finance laws. Of course, all such laws should include procedures for receiving an as-applied exemption upon showing the threat of serious and pervasive harassment of the Socialist Workers variety. But the granting of exemptions should be rare because harassment is rare.  

Despite the lack of evidence of harassment, federal, state, and local governments still should dramatically raise the reporting thresholds for campaign finance contributions. The issue here is not harassment but the informational privacy concern raised by Professor McGeveran.

31 Eric Lipton et al., Top Corporations Aid U.S. Chamber of Commerce Campaign, N.Y. TIMES, Oct. 21, 2010, http://www.nytimes.com/2010/10/22/us/politics/22chamber.html (“These large donations [from major corporations] — none of which were publicly disclosed by the chamber, a tax-exempt group that keeps its donors secret, as it is allowed by law — offer a glimpse of the chamber’s money-raising efforts, which it has ramped up recently in an orchestrated campaign to become one of the most well-financed critics of the Obama administration and an influential player in this fall’s Congressional elections.”).
For example, I live in a neighborhood populated by a number of liberals in the entertainment industry. I, or anyone else, can go to the Huffington Post’s “fundrace.huffingtonpost.com” website and figure out which of my neighbors gave $100 to Herman Cain and or conservative candidates. Those conservative neighbors making such donations will not face harassment for making such contributions, but I would guess there would be some whispering among the typical liberal people living in my neighborhood who would think differently about these neighbors if they got this information. Whispering is not harassment, but the entire process is unseemly and unnecessary.

This type of snooping is a new phenomenon facilitated by the Internet. One of the pioneers of the study of money in politics, Professor Louise Overacker, reports how in the 1930s she literally had to go into the men’s room at the House of Representatives to retrieve campaign finance records from dusty, unlabeled bundles above some lockers. Campaign finance data was hard to come by. In the 1970s, if you wanted campaign finance records, you needed to go down to the Federal Election Commission and peruse the papers organized by campaign, not donor. By the 1990s, enterprising private organizations were digitizing the data for searching. Today, anyone with an Internet connection can have the information about federal (and many state and local) campaign contributions in seconds from either the FEC, private organizations, or good government groups such as the Center for Responsive Politics that maintains the indispensable Open Secrets website and database.

The unseemliness of Fundrace-type snooping would be worth putting up with if disclosure of very small contributions served some important interest. Knowing that one’s Hollywood neighbor gave $100 to Herman Cain or one’s Houston neighbor gave $50 to

Elizabeth Warren does not do much to prevent the corruption of these candidates or give voters valuable information about choosing candidates. As Professor Mayer argues, modest contributors are engaging in a symbolic act of support for the candidate. Like voting, such modest action generally should be considered a private matter.

Privacy is also advisable given occasional disturbing instances of serious economic boycotts against those making very small campaign contributions to anti-gay marriage causes. As Dashev describes, the most famous victim was Majorie Christofferson who donated only one hundred dollars in support of Proposition 8. After her donation was publicly disclosed, her family-owned establishment, popular Los Angeles restaurant El Coyote, was besieged.33 While boycotts are constitutionally protected and do not constitute legal harassment, the state interest in disclosure of modest contributions is weak, and the cost of such disclosure can be more serious.

While the Constitution does not require raising the reporting thresholds, good policy sense does. Only contributors giving over a more significant threshold, say $1000, should have their names disclosed publicly (though all contributions of any amount should be reported to government agencies to make sure there is no fraud, sham, or conduit contributions taking place in campaigns, and government agencies should regularly audit these campaigns).

II. ANTICORRUPTION

In Buckley v. Valeo,34 the Supreme Court rejected a First Amendment challenge to a provision of the Federal Election Campaign Act requiring individuals and groups that expressly advocate the election or defeat of candidates for federal office to file reports detailing contributions and expenditures with the Federal Election Commission. The Court upheld the disclosure requirements because they furthered three “sufficiently important” interests: deterring

33 Dashev, supra note 28, at 248.
34 424 U.S. 1 (1976).
corruption, by allowing interested parties to look for connections between campaign contributors or spenders and candidates who benefit from those contributions or spending; providing information helpful to voters; and aiding in the enforcement of other campaign finance laws, such as contribution limits.

As Professor Briffault acknowledges, disclosure is not a strong anticorruption tool: \(^{35}\) the most direct way to prevent a candidate from being improperly influenced by money in campaigns is to limit money in campaigns, not merely to shed a light on it. But spending limits are now unconstitutional, even as to corporations and labor unions, and contribution limits are coming under increasing constitutional pressure in the courts. Disclosure sometimes will be the only weapon available to the government for combating corruption, aside from the possibility of bribery prosecutions (which are themselves difficult to bring thanks to the Supreme Court’s cases in that area). Mandated disclosure may not be a great tool, but it is better than nothing, allowing the press, opposing campaigns, and the public to look for a connection between an elected officials’ financial supporters and the actions taken in office by the official.

That need for a “better than nothing” tool has increased exponentially, thanks to post-\textit{Citizen United} developments, especially the rise of so-called Super-PACs. These PACs are political organizations which can accept unlimited sums from individuals, corporations and labor unions to fund election-related ads. \(^{36}\) Holes in disclosure law, and the ability to funnel money through related 501(c)(4) organizations, make it possible to shield the identity of most campaign contributors to independent groups from public scrutiny. \(^{37}\)

\(^{35}\) Briffault, \textit{supra} note 10, at 287 (“Nor is it likely that disclosure enables the voters to define and enforce an anti-corruption norm.”).


In *Citizens United*, Justice Kennedy, writing for a majority of the Court, appeared to determine as an empirical matter for all cases that spending independent of a candidate cannot corrupt a candidate or be an improper influence on her.\(^{38}\) As I have argued elsewhere,\(^{39}\) this was one of the least persuasive portions of the Court’s controversial opinion. If the Court believes that the government may limit a $3000 contribution to a candidate because of its corruptive potential, how could it not believe that the government has a similar anticorruption interest in limiting $3 million contributions to an independent effort to elect that candidate? The government’s anticorruption interest stemming from large contributions to such groups is especially strong because these Super-PACs, while nominally independent, often have close ties to candidates.

It is not even clear that a majority of the Court (or even Justice Kennedy) actually believes Justice Kennedy’s statement that independent spending cannot corrupt. The holding in *Citizens United* was in considerable tension with Justice Kennedy’s opinion from just a year earlier in *Caperton v. Massey*,\(^{40}\) recognizing that a $3 million contribution to an independent group supporting the election of a West Virginia Supreme Court Justice required that the Justice recuse himself from a case involving the independent spender supporting his candidacy. The *Caperton* Court pointed to the “disproportionate” influence of that spending on the race and at least an appearance of impropriety.\(^{41}\)

With so much money sloshing around after *Citizens United* in these nominally independent groups, the country needs mandated disclosure to attempt to ferret out and deter

\(^{38}\) *Citizens United* v. FEC, 130 S. Ct. 876, 909 (2010).


\(^{40}\) 129 S. Ct. 2252 (2009).

\(^{41}\) See Hasen, *supra* note 39, at 611-15 (discussing tension between the two cases).
quid pro quo corruption. Without mandated disclosure, it will often be impossible for anyone—rival campaigns, the press, or the public—to connect the dots.

We have already seen the role which the Internet has played on the cost side of mandated disclosure. But the Internet has had a somewhat surprising role in increasing the state interest in disclosure as well. Briefly put, the rise of the Internet has undermined the argument for the “media exemption.” The media exemption provides that the government may constitutionally limit for-profit corporations’ electoral spending but exempt from those limitations the spending of the institutional corporate press, such as major newspapers and television stations.

In the pre-Internet era, many people (although not all) accepted the idea that major newspapers could play an educative and civic role in elections that was different in kind than the role played by for-profit corporations such as General Motors. But the line became harder to defend with the rise of multiple media platforms via the Internet, and now social media. These forces make it much harder to define who “the press” is (or whether it applies to a technology, not an entity), and to draw defensible lines between those corporations entitled to the media exemption and those who are not.

The inconsistency of the media exemption played a prominent role in Justice Kennedy’s opinion in *Citizens United*, and provided a linchpin in the Court’s argument against further limits on independent spending by corporations. After the corporate limit fell, other regulations fell too, collapsing like a house of cards. The rise of unlimited contributions via 501(c)(4)s and Super-PACs followed, dramatically increasing the danger of corruption in campaigns, especially

---


43 Contrast the majority opinion and Justice Scalia’s dissenting opinion on this point in *Austin v. Michigan Chamber of Commerce*. Compare 494 U.S. 652 (1990) with id. at 679 (Scalia, J., dissenting).

when such spending and contributions remain undisclosed. The anticorruption need for mandated disclosure is currently dire.

III. INFORMATION

Aside from the anticorruption function of campaign finance disclosure laws, the Supreme Court has recognized an important “information” function. Busy voters rely upon campaign finance information to make decisions about how to vote, especially in initiative campaigns. Campaign finance information provides busy voters with important cues about how to vote: knowing a candidate is backed by environmental groups or the gun rights lobby may be all you need to know to cast a ballot consistent with your interests.

This benefit of mandated disclosure was apparent when California voters recently turned down a ballot proposition which would have benefited Pacific Gas and Electric (“PG&E”). PG&E provided almost all of the $46 million to the “Yes on 16” campaign, compared with very little spent opposing the measure. Thanks to California’s disclosure laws, PG&E’s name appeared on every “Yes on 16” ad and the measure narrowly went down to defeat.

As with the anticorruption interest, the information interest’s benefits can be exaggerated. As Professor Mayer points out, disclosure of campaign finance information may be less useful in the context of partisan general election campaigns, when voters can rely upon partisan labels such as “Democrat” or “Republican.” As busy voters also may not have time to check campaign finance data themselves, or see what opposing campaigns or the press have come up with out of

45 The third interest the Supreme Court recognized in Buckley, the “enforcement” interest, is in fact a subset of the anticorruption interest. Disclosure deters people who seek to evade contribution limits through giving in another’s name—supporting the enforcement of the law and the corruption that may follow from its non-enforcement.
48 Mayer, supra note 11, at 260-71.
the campaign finance data. Mayer acknowledges that disclosure on the face of the advertisement is most helpful to voters in evaluating the messages, as with the PG&E advertisement. Moreover, as Bruce Cain has argued, it may be better for the government to provide information in the aggregate (e.g., disclosing the amount of contributions from people working for the oil and gas industry) than to provide individual information to voters because of the potential for snooping and harassment.

Still, especially in the Internet era, campaign finance disclosure data can serve an important public function in helping voters make choices consistent with their interests. Voters looking for reliable campaign finance information are faced with information overload; a recent Google search for Mitt Romney returned 189 million results. Campaign finance data are especially reliable evidence as to who backs a candidate. If voters know who puts their money where their mouth is, they will be able to make more intelligent estimates about the policy positions of candidates.

In an era of dirty tricks, disclosure is especially important. Consider in this regard to two incidents. The first involves an advertisement run in the 2010 Nevada U.S. Senate race between the Democratic incumbent, Senate Majority Leader Harry Reid and his Republican challenger, Sharron Angle. The ad, run by the group called “Latinos for Reform,” was entitled “¡No Votes!” (Spanish for “Don’t Vote”). It urged Latinos not to vote in the upcoming election because President Obama and Democrats in Congress had promised a vote on immigration reform and nothing yet had happened.

How should voters evaluate such an ad? Was this ad backed by a group such as MALDEF, which supports comprehensive immigration reform? Thanks to campaign finance

49 Cain, supra note 13.
disclosure data, we know that Latinos for Reform is actually supported by conservative Republicans. The largest contributor to Latinos for Reform in 2008 was John T. Finn, a pro-life activist in Southern California with no apparent Latino ties. The head of Latinos for Reform, Robert Posada, was a former Republican National Committee chair whose idea of immigration reform is “heightened border security, and drug enforcement; employee verification; and a temporary worker program. ‘No amnesty.’”

Why would this group urge Latinos not to vote? Latinos were a key constituency for Senator Reid, and few supported Angle. Getting Latinos not to vote would help Angle win. Voters knowing this information about who backs Latinos for Reform could help busy voters know how better to evaluate the “¡No Votes!” advertisement.

Second, consider the “fake Tea Party” episode in Michigan. Ruth Johnson, the Republican Secretary of State of Michigan, recently called for increased financial disclosure to expose schemes such as a Democratic scheme to run fake Tea Party candidates in the 2010 elections to siphon off votes from Republican candidates. One of the charged Democrats recently pled no-contest to his participation in the scheme. “The charges relate to a scheme to put two county commission candidates and a state senate candidate on the ballot in November 2010, without the candidates’ knowledge. The two Democrats were charged with forging the supposed candidates’ signatures and falsely swearing under oath to qualify them to enter the race.” Campaign finance disclosure can help expose such chicanery and help voters make choices consistent with their interests and preferences.

---

IV. CONCLUSION

Forget the hype from NOM and the United States Chamber of Commerce about violence and harassment of campaign contributors being commonplace. We are fortunate to live in a country where such harassment is very rare. Government harassment of unpopular groups, such as members of the SWP, appears to have all but waned. While there are occasional and lamentable private acts of harassment against the leaders of groups with the most controversial causes, such harassment can be dealt with on a case-by-case basis rather than by a wholesale abandonment of campaign finance disclosure laws. Economic boycotts do not count as unconstitutional harassment. Disclosure thresholds should be raised significantly, not because of the danger of harassment, but because disclosure of those making modest contributions interferes with informational privacy while serving no important government interest.

When it comes to more significant funds being spent in the campaign context, however, the calculus is different and mandated disclosure is desirable. In the post-*Citizens United* era, when the country will be increasingly awash in money flowing through various organizations in order to hide its true sources, mandated disclosure can serve the important interest in deterring corruption and providing valuable information to voters. Those who want to significantly influence political decisions in this country should have, in Justice Scalia’s words, the “civic courage” to stand up for their political ideas.53 They should not hide behind the false threat of harassment and have their influence hidden behind layers of anonymity, depriving voters of information on who is bankrolling campaigns and, in the worst-case scenario, buying off corrupt politicians.

53 Doe v. Reed, 130 S. Ct. 2811, 2837 (2010) (Scalia, J., concurring) (“Requiring people to stand up in public for their political acts fosters civic courage, without which democracy is doomed. For my part, I do not look forward to a society which, thanks to the Supreme Court, campaigns anonymously and even exercises the direct democracy of initiative and referendum hidden from public scrutiny and protected from the accountability of criticism. This does not resemble the Home of the Brave.”).